
Paternal Love 
 

From KCNA (May 16) 

Respected Comrade Kim Jong Un cherishes and loves the children most in the world and gives 

them all the fatherly affection. His warm love for the children is also permeated in the modernly-built 

Okryu Children’s Hospital. 

The modern and advanced Okryu Children’s Hospital, a palace of love and home of welfare, was 

constructed by the personal initiative of the respected Comrade Kim Jong Un in October, 2013. He 

personally selected the site of the construction and assumed the role of the designer, supervisor and 

builder. 

The hospital provides all the necessary facilities for the children including “education room for 

kindergarteners”, “primary school classroom” and “middle school classroom” so that they can receive 

medical care free from cares and worries and study to their satisfaction. 

On March 21, 2014, 9 years ago, the respected Comrade Kim Jong Un visited the hospital in 

person to check on its operation and treatment of the children though he was busy with the many affairs 

of the state. 

He asked the hospital staff which medicine is lacking most in treatment and prevention of illnesses, 

and what the common illness of the children is. He also asked whether there is any broken equipment 

after the inauguration of the hospital and inquired in detail with fatherly love on other matters arising in 

the daily operation of the hospital. 

After receiving a detailed report on medical treatment and operation of hospital from the staff of the 

hospital, the respected Comrade Kim Jong Un sincerely said that even though the food situation of our 

country is tight, the child in-patients should be provided with enough food and meat. Then he took 

benevolent measures of providing the hospital with means of transportation and equipment needed for 

hospital’s operation. 

He warmly said that that the medical workers of the hospital must bear in mind the noble will of 

President Kim Il Sung and Chairman Kim Jong Il, who loved the children throughout their life, and 

perform the medical service with high sense of responsibility as well as warm devotion, so that the 

Okryu Children’s Hospital become a hospital that promotes the health of our children and proves in 

practice that our Party’s healthcare policy is the one that truly serves our people, rather than a mere 

propaganda hospital. 
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Indeed, the Okryu Children’s Hospital is the very representation of the noble love for future 

generations cherished by the respected Comrade Kim Jong Un, who regards the care for children as 

happiness, rather than trouble, no matter how hard it may be. 

That is why foreign friends who witnessed our children’s happiness expressed their excited feeling 

as follows: Today I can truly understand why the Korean children are called “kings” and “queens” of the 

country; if I have a chance to be born again, I wish to be born as a Korean child; Korean children are the 

happiest children in the world. 

The respected Comrade Kim Jong Un regards our children as the most the most precious treasures 

of priceless worth and the entirety of hope and future, and renders his unstinting paternal love for 

posterity. Thanks to his noble view on posterity and future, the future looks promising for our children 

who enjoy every bliss in the socialist paradise. 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 

 


